EVOLUTIONARY PLUMBING SOLUTIONS
FROM METER TO FIXTURE.
Reliance Worldwide Corporation is a market leader and manufacturer of water control systems and plumbing solutions for residential, commercial and industrial applications. Established in 1949, our current product portfolio includes industry-leading brands: SharkBite® Push-to-Connect plumbing solutions; HOLDRITE® engineered plumbing and mechanical solutions; Cash Acme® water control valves and premium heating and plumbing supplies; and Streamlabs™ smart water control technologies.

END-TO-END PLUMBING SOLUTION, METER TO FIXTURE, FLOOR TO CEILING
RWC pioneers products that help the plumbing trade perform more productively and profitably. Engineered for quality and efficiency, the portfolio of products from the RWC brands work together to create a total end-to-end solution from meter to fixture, floor to ceiling.

CULTURE OF INNOVATION
RWC has long been known for products that exceed industry standards. By design, all RWC products are transformative as compared to traditional plumbing methods. Creating innovative new products – smarter products, products that solve problems, products that improve efficiency for the trade – is the vision that drives RWC’s strategy. Being a pioneer and a leader at the forefront of plumbing technology is who we are.
NEW CONSTRUCTION: RESIDENTIAL

OPTIMIZING EFFICIENCY

The plumbing system is one of the most critical components in single-family residential homes. The contractor and developer count on the plumber’s expertise, while the homeowner expects quality and longevity, making provisions today to anticipate tomorrow’s maintenance requirements, code changes, and even potential renovations and fixture upgrades. RWC’s meter to fixture solutions provide a reliable, single-source plumbing system for jobsite efficiency and seamless performance.

RWC’s family of brands strives to be at the forefront of providing the plumbing trade with solutions that improve efficiencies and reliability. Plumb an entire home without needing special tools. No soldering, crimping, clamps or glue are required, which means cleaner installations, fewer potential leak points and greater jobsite efficiencies. Our HOLDRITE pipe support systems provide a versatile, fast and easy system for pipe alignment and stub-outs. When installed together as a comprehensive plumbing system, RWC’s family of brands provides a complete plumbing solution from meter to fixture from one company that controls systems quality and manufacturing process.
NEW CONSTRUCTION: RESIDENTIAL

WATER HEATER ACCESSORIES
Wide offering of solutions for installing water heaters, as well as bracing and support systems.

OUTLET BOXES
Provides quick, safe water supply and shut-off for ice makers and washing machines. Push-to-connect ends enable quick installation.

VALVES
Complete range of valves for controlling water flow, temperature and pressure regulation.

PUSH-TO-CONNECT FITTINGS
EvoPEX fittings are designed for connecting PEX pipe and eliminate the need for special tools, optimizing install efficiency.

PEX PIPE
A clean, non-toxic cross-linked polyethylene (PEX) tubing that does not corrode, pit or scale and provides superior freeze resistance.

PIPE SUPPORTS
Bracket systems that provide a versatile, fast and easy system for pipe support and stub-outs.
NEW CONSTRUCTION: MULTI-FAMILY

BUILD ON A FAMILY OF PROVEN PRODUCTS
From apartment buildings to large condominium communities, RWC delivers solutions for transforming jobsite efficiencies. By understanding the needs of plumbing contractors, both from a large project perspective and from a single application, our brands provide innovative solutions for solving their problems.

Engineered for quality and performance, RWC products are field proven and our brands are recognized for being leaders in their categories. The RWC portfolio includes everything from the potable water plumbing system to firestopping systems to waste and vent (DWV) support and testing solutions. With RWC’s family of brands, you get a complete system, floor to ceiling, meter to fixture, from industry leading brands that work together seamlessly.
NEW CONSTRUCTION: MULTI-FAMILY

PEX PIPE
A clean, non-toxic cross-linked polyethylene (PEX) tubing that does not corrode, pit or scale and provides superior freeze resistance.

FIRESTOP SYSTEMS
UL Listed water, smoke, and firestop systems that provide a water seal for unwanted water intrusion while protecting against the spread of fire, smoke and gases.

WATER HEATER ACCESSORIES
Wide offering of solutions for installing water heaters, as well as bracing and support systems.

PUSH-TO-CONNECT FITTINGS
EvoPEX fittings are designed for connecting PEX pipe and eliminate the need for special tools, optimizing install efficiency.

OUTLET BOXES
Provides quick, safe water supply and shut-off for ice makers and washing machines. Push-to-connect ends enable quick installation.

PIPE SUPPORTS
Bracket systems that provide a versatile, fast and easy system for pipe support and stub-outs.

DRAIN, WASTE & VENT (DWV) TESTING:
Provides safe, dry and fast testing.
NEW CONSTRUCTION:
COMMERCIAL

RELIABLE PLUMBING FROM THE GROUND UP
Meeting the water demands of office, retail, hospitality, education, healthcare and other institutions and facilities requires a system designed for enduring performance and proven quality. RWC’s products make on-site installations faster, safer and more efficient. With a family of industry-leading brands comprising every aspect of water flow, RWC provides commercial solutions that range from the potable water plumbing systems to secondary pipe supports to firestopping systems to waste and vent (DWV) support and testing solutions. Our products are fully listed and manufactured to provide the highest standard of quality and long-term performance.
NEW CONSTRUCTION: COMMERCIAL

PUSH-TO-CONNECT FITTINGS
EvoPEX fittings are designed for connecting PEX pipe and eliminate the need for special tools, optimizing install efficiency.

COMMERCIAL VALVES
Complete range of valves for controlling water flow, temperature and pressure regulation.

WATER HEATER ACCESSORIES
Wide offering of solutions for installing water heaters, as well as bracing and support systems.

OUTLET BOXES
Provides quick, safe water supply and shut-off for ice makers and washing machines. Push-to-connect ends enable quick installation.

PIPE SUPPORTS
Bracket systems that provide a versatile, fast and easy system for pipe support and stub-outs.

DRAIN, WASTE & VENT (DWV) TESTING
Provides safe, dry and fast testing.

PEX PIPE
A clean, non-toxic cross-linked polyethylene (PEX) tubing that does not corrode, pit or scale and provides superior freeze resistance.

FIRESTOP SYSTEMS
UL Listed water, smoke, and firestop systems that provide a water seal for unwanted water intrusion while protecting against the spread of fire, smoke and gases.
UNMATCHED VERSATILITY
Additions, expansions, upgrades, updates, new appliances or fixtures — virtually any significant home improvement requires replacing or retrofitting the existing plumbing system. Not only are remodels time-consuming, tedious, messy work, you’re committed to meeting your customers’ expectations, schedule and budget. Each job can be different and present its own set of challenges, making it important to have solutions that provide the versatility for working in a variety of situations.

The plumbing solutions from RWC’s family of brands are designed to help finish remodel jobs efficiently, minimizing the amount of time the homeowner is inconvenienced by work commotion or a lack of running water. Our products can be installed in wet water lines, and have the versatility to transition from multiple types of pipe materials using a single fitting. No special tools are required, eliminating harmful fumes from adhesives and flames from soldering. Our product solutions are designed to improve efficiency, translating to enhanced productivity and improved customer satisfaction.
REMODEL SOLUTIONS

**PUSH-TO-CONNECT FITTINGS**
Versatility to connect copper, CPVC, PEX, HDPE and PE-RT pipe without needing special tools, optimizing install efficiency.

**SUPPLY STOPS**
Full range of stops to control water flow to fixtures. Push-to-connect ends eliminate the need for bulky tools when installing in tight spaces.

**VALVES**
Complete range of valves for controlling water flow, temperature and pressure regulation.

**PEX PIPE**
A clean, non-toxic cross-linked polyethylene (PEX) tubing that does not corrode, pit or scale and provides superior freeze resistance.

**PIPE SUPPORTS**
Bracket systems that provide a versatile, fast and easy system for pipe support and stub-outs.
SERVICE & REPAIR SOLUTIONS

FAST. EFFICIENT. RELIABLE.

No one disputes that plumbing repairs can be challenging – working in tight spots, in cramped or awkward positions, and in dark, wet crawl spaces. All the while, you are trying to minimize the inconvenience to your customers and provide them with the highest level of service. The challenge is to get the job done right – right now – and get out as quickly and efficiently as possible, with no worries about leaks, mistakes or callbacks.

The RWC plumbing repair solutions provide the versatility to make even the most complex repairs – faster and easier. A universal fitting connects different types of pipe materials and can be installed in wet lines, enabling faster repairs. Our products are field-tested for a watertight fit. No special tools, torches or chemicals are needed, so service work becomes fast, easy and clean, for you and your customers.
SERVICE & REPAIR SOLUTIONS

PUSH-TO-CONNECT FITTINGS
Versatility to connect copper, CVPC, PEX, HDPE and PE-RT pipe without needing special tools, optimizing install efficiency.

PVC & POLYBUTYLENE TRANSITION FITTINGS
Solutions for converting from PVC or old Polybutylene pipe to copper, PEX or CVPC with one fitting.

SLIP FITTINGS
Allows up to 2 inches of damaged pipe to be removed and repaired using a single fitting and doesn’t require any additional pipe.

BALL VALVES
Provides a reduction, or complete shut-off, of water flow. Push-to-connect ends enable quick installation.

PIPE SUPPORTS
Versatile, fast and easy pipe support system for various applications.
In most residential and commercial environments, the water heater is virtually always out of sight, but seldom out of mind. Water heater systems are one of the most important components for providing comfort in homes. They are often installed in tight closets, or confined spaces, that are out of sight and difficult to access. This is why it is important to have a complete range of solutions that provide the flexibility for completing almost any type of job, regardless of the space.

RWC water heater solutions are engineered to streamline installation and ensure clean, leak-free connections, even when the workspace is tight, existing pipes don’t line up or pipe sizes and materials don’t match. From increasing water heater capacity, to protecting the water heater system, to providing water heater supports, connectors, drain pans and expansion tank supports, count on RWC brands for a full suite of solutions.
WATER HEATER SOLUTIONS

Expansion Tank Supports
Secures tank to wall and balances weight load on pipes.

Temperature & Pressure Relief Valves
Designed for the protection of the water heater against excess pressure and temperature.

Ball Valves
Provides a reduction or complete shut off of water flow. Push-to-connect ends enable quick installation.

Water Heater Drain Pans
Protects property against water damage.

Flexible Water Heater Connectors
Connect water heaters with existing pipes that don’t line up without needing to make new joints, minimizing lost job time.

Tank Booster Water Heater Mixing Valve
Increases usable hot water while helping to prevent scalding & Legionella bacteria growth.

Water Heater Stands & Platforms
Stands and platforms to safely elevate water heaters and other equipment above the floor.

Water Heater Enclosure Sheds
Provides protection for water heaters installed in outdoor locations from weather and tampering.

Water Heater Restraints
Protects against natural disasters such as earthquakes, tornados and hurricanes.

Water Heater Drain Pans
Protects property against water damage.
SMART PLUMBING TECHNOLOGY

INTERNET OF PLUMBING

TECHNOLOGY TO MEASURE AND MANAGE

Born from a manufacturer with nearly 70 years of plumbing innovation in its DNA, Streamlabs is a company that fully understands water. As thought leaders for intelligent water systems, Streamlabs is pioneering the Internet of Water™, and initiating a movement of innovation toward more sustainable management and control of water. Our first product is a smart Wi-Fi water monitor that is revolutionizing home water management. For the first time ever, you can have the peace of mind that your home is protected from water damage. Easily mounting to your main water line in minutes without pipe cutting, Streamlabs delivers water consumption data and provides leak protection directly to your smartphone Stream app in real time. And with seamless integration with Alexa or Nest, the Streamlabs Water Monitor makes your smart home - and your water - even smarter.
A job well done is its own reward. But earning more and learning more is even better. That’s why RWC offers Contractor Rewards™, the loyalty program that allows professional plumbing and trade contractors to earn bonus points for purchasing eligible products and supplies from a variety of brands and manufacturers. Bonus points add up fast and can be redeemed for valuable rewards like electronics, pro tools, travel experiences, recreational equipment and sporting goods, and other premium brand-name merchandise. Signing up is fast, easy and free at ContractorRewards.com or 1.877.286.7064.

Gaining knowledge is even more valuable than getting free merchandise. From the apprentice in the early stages of learning the trade to the experienced pro looking to acquire new specialty/specialized skills, SharkTech™ Academy is the flexible, self-paced way to get your head around plumbing’s best practices and your hands on the industry’s most innovative solutions. With classes and resources available online, on-site, in the field, and in the classroom covering everything from plumbing theory to practical application, SharkTech™ gives plumbing and water management professionals access to valuable knowledge and expert support. Get details at SharkTechAcademy.com or visit Holdrite.com to enroll for online training.